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INTRODUCTION
Clinical literature suggests that steroid hormones may play a role in neurofibromatosis 1

(NF1) since neurofibroma growth shows some parallels with hormonal changes (Dugoff and
Sujansky, 1996). For example, many patients develop neurofibromas at puberty, pregnancy often
increases tumor size/number, women with NF1 may have a higher risk of malignancy and a
higher neurofibroma burden, and neurofibroma development often slows in older adults. The
steroid hormone field is being intensely researched in many types of cancer, but virtually nothing
is known about these pathways in normal or NFl-tumor derived Schwann cells. Schwann cells
comprise the bulk of these tumors, in which a large percentage are somatically mutated and
clonally expanded (Rutkowski et al., 2000; Wallace et al., 2000; Serra et al., 2000).

Our goal is to characterize the growth responses of human normal and NF1 tumor Schwann
cells (neurofibromin-negative) to steroid hormones, focusing on estrogen and progesterone. The
hypothesis is that human neurofibroma (and MPNST, malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor)
Schwann cells have increased hormone responsiveness compared to normal Schwann cells,
leading to tumor growth. The role of the hormone receptors is a growing topic in cancer research,
but little is known about these in normal or NF1 Schwann cells.

Specific Aim 1 set out to determine steroid hormone receptor expression in human normal,
NF1 neurofibroma, and NF1 MPNST Schwann cells, pre- and post-hormone treatment by studying
archived material and cell culture materials. We have a number of NF1 tumor-derived enriched
Schwann cell cultures that have been found to lack neurofibromin and are the basis for this work
(Muir et al., 2001). In Specific Aim 2, in vitro responses (proliferation and cell survival) of cultured
human Schwann cells from normal nerve, NF1 neurofibromas and NF1 MPNSTs, to estrogen and
progesterone and their antagonists have been tested. Both of these Aims are completed and are
part of the Ph.D. thesis of my graduate student Lauren Fishbein (graduated August 2004), and we
have combined these data for a manuscript that is under revision. Specific Aim 3 is nearly
complete, with just some immuno-staining and data analysis remaining. This Aim has been
testing in vivo responses (proliferation and survival) of NFl-derived tumor Schwann cell lines to
estrogen and progesterone, through a xenograft model in Nfl / scid mice. We have used this final
no-cost extension year to complete the remaining experiments of Specific Aim 3.

As outlined in this final progress report, the data support the hypothesis that in some
tumors, steroid hormones play a role in tumor progression. The in vitro results do not always
align with in vivo data for the same cultures, but that is not unexpected given the vastly different
environmental conditions. There are no obvious patterns of tumor type or gender that can predict
which tumors are responsive in either model. Furthermore, it appears that tumor steroid receptor
repertoire may vary in the patient temporally, based on PR immunostaining. This heterogeneity
was expected and suggests that future treatments may have to be individualized for each
tumor/patient, and that therapies might take advantage of the steroid hormone system when it is
implicated in a certain case (or activate the system to employ a targeted therapy). This is an
important step in scientific knowledge about the role of these hormones in NF1.
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Task 1. To characterize the steroid hormone receptor profile in 24 normal and NF1 tumor
Schwann cell cultures pre- and post-hormone treatment (months 1-30).

Progress on Task la: "To measure initial expression, RNA from cells grown under normal culture
conditions will undergo semi-quantitative RT-PCR to evaluate transcript levels of steroid
receptors, a quantitation control, and selected downstream targets. Primary tumor samples
corresponding to cultures will be surveyed as well. Immunohistochemistry of primary tumor
sections will also be done with for receptors showing transcripts (months 1-12)."

Real time PCR analysis for basal levels of estrogen receptor alpha (ERa), estrogen receptor
beta (ERb), progestrone receptor (PR), and androgen receptor (AR) expression was performed on
the following RNA samples: two normal (non-NFl) Schwann cell cultures, 17 primary dermal
neurofibromas, 8 dermal Schwann cell cultures, 10 primary plexiform neurofibromas, 10 plexiform
Schwann cell cultures, 2 primary MPNSTs, and 2 MPNST cultures. The data are shown in the
manuscript in the Appendix (Table 1, Fishbein et al., submitted), where the numbers represent
normalization to HPRT and the average of normal Schwann cell values. To summarize the key
points of the RT-PCR data, there was very little ERb in normal Schwann cells, but statistically less
so in tumor cultures (not primary tissue though). This would fit with our original hypothesis that
ER beta, albeit at low levels, has tumor suppressor function in Schwann cells which is decreased in
NF1 tumor Schwann cells. Overall the tumor samples showing the greatest difference from
normal were the primary samples, with the cultures having less difference. The differences were
not dramatic, with the most being an increase in PR of 1.9 fold over normal Schwann cells, and a
general trend of increased PR in all tumor types. There was just as much variation between
primary and culture material as between tumor types. Thus, the steroid receptor profile does not
stratify the tumor types, nor did it correlate with gender of the patient. The increase in PR and AR
was statistically significant in primary dermal and plexiform tumors compared to normal cultures.
Since the cultures did not show significant change, this suggests that cells other than Schwann cells
are responsible for the PR (and possibly AR) expression in neurofibromas. This supports the
notion that a combined effect of mutated Schwann cells and other (probably not mutated) cells
result in neurofibroma formation / progression.

To examine this at a protein level, immunohistochemistry was performed. There were no
detectable levels of estrogen receptors at the level of this sensitivity (which is less sensitive than
real time PCR). This is consistent with the data of McLaughlin and Jacks (2003). However, PR in
63 tumor sections (32 dermal, 26 plexiform, 5 MPNST) was weakly positive in 21 dermal and
plexiform neurofibromas, with scattered positive cells that do not appear to be Schwann cells
(Fig.1, Appendix manuscript, Fishbein et al submitted). This is consistent with the RT-PCR data
above, and the findings of McLaughlin and Jacks (2003). The positive samples corresponded to 7
females and 4 males, thus no gender correlation. There are several other interesting observations.
The positive samples were all from adult patients (some congenital tumors, some adult-onset),
while none of the tumor samples from children under age 16 were positive (n=17 plexiform
tumors). Also, 5 dermal neurofibromas from a pregnant woman were negative, however three
tumors removed 2 months post-partum were all positive for PR. Furthermore, 2 other sets of
dermal tumors from 2 other patients (male and female) also showed the same result, and these
tumors had been removed at the same time. This could be coincidence, or related to technical
handling of samples obtained at the same time, but also suggest that PR expression might vary
within a tumor temporally. The pregnancy case might reflect hormonal changes post-partum that
affected the tumors. This is an extremely interesting observation that elicits the idea that a tumor's
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cell behavior/ gene expression may vary over time (epigenetic changes in one or more cell types, in
addition to the true genetic changes in the Schwann cells). Thus, Task la is complete.

Progress on Task 1b: "Cultures treated in Task 2 will be analyzed with RT-PCR as above. (months
3-30)."

Task lb is complete. Real-time PCR for the steroid receptors and putative downstream gene
targets (ER alpha and beta, PR, ERBB2 (the neu oncogene), EGFR (epidermal growth factor
receptor), and VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor)) is completed for the normal and tumor
Schwann cell cultures treated with the hormones or SERMs in Task 2. RNA samples collected at
day 0, 1, 3, and 7 after drug treatment were used (and those of positive control samples such as
MCF7 breast cancer cells). The data are shown in Table 1 below, as values normalized to no-
treatment.

Table 1. Real-time PCR data for downstream targe genes.
Normal Schwann Cell Cultures

samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
male
pn02.8 Od 1.00 1.00 -- 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF 0.94 1.06 -- 1.01 1.01 1.02
WdE 0.88 1.17 -- 0.99 1.00 1.00
ldP 1.01 1.01 1.09 1.00 0.99 1.01
3dF 1.03 1.01 1.08 0.99 1.00 0.98
3dE 1.04 1.17 -- 0.98 1.03 1.00
3dP 1.02 1.15 -- 0.99 1.01 0.98
7dF 1.01 -- 1.15 0.97 1.01 0.94
7dE 0.92 -- -- 0.98 1.01 0.95
7dP 1.04 1.00 1.18 0.98 1.03 0.96

pn02.8 culture 1.03 1.18 -- 0.96 0.97 1.02

male samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
pn97.4 0d 1.00 -- 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF 0.99 -- 0.97 0.99 1.00 0.92
WdE 0.98 -- 0.97 0.99 1.00 0.90
ldP 0.99 -- 0.98 1.01 0.99 0.91
3dF 0.98 1.13 0.99 0.95 1.04 0.88
3dE 1.02 1.20 1.02 0.99 1.04 0.91
3dP 1.00 -- 1.00 0.94 1.03 0.89
7dF 1.00 -- 1.03 0.96 1.04 0.92

E7d 1.00 -- 1.02 0.95 1.04 0.93
7dP 1.00 -- 1.02 0.94 1.04 0.91

n97.4-1 culture 0.96 1.39 1.00 0.94 0.98 0.91

female samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
pn02.3 Od .. .. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF .. .. 0.86 1.02 1.00 1.00
WdE .. .. 0.85 1.01 1.00 0.99
ldP .. .. 1.00 1.02 1.00 0.99
3dF .. .. 0.86 1.00 1.02 1.02

3dE 1.34 -- 0.85 1.00 1.04 0.96
3dP --. .. . 0.99 1.04 1.08
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7dF -- . 0.87 0.97 1.03 1.08
7dE 1.35 -- 0.86 0.97 1.04 1.02
7dP 1.15 -- 0.87 0.64 1.04 1.02

pn02.3-1 culture 1.21 1.40 0.94 1.02 0.99 0.89

Table 1. Continued.
Dermal Cultures

male samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
cNF97.5 Od .. .. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF .. .. 0.98 1.02 0.99 0.91
WdE .. .. 0.98 1.02 0.99 0.89
IdP .. . .-- 1.03 1.00 0.94
3dF 1.16 -- 1.00 1.02 1.02 0.94
3dE 1.15 -- 0.88 1.03 1.02 0.94
3dP 1.15 -- 0.99 1.02 1.01 0.93
7dF 1.15 -- 1.02 1.05 1.02 0.92
7dE 1.13 -- 1.00 1.00 1.01 0.91
7dP 1.31 -- 1.01 1.06 1.01 0.89

cNF97.5 culture 1.22 nd -- 1.06 0.99 0.97

male samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
cNF98.4d OdF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF 0.99 0.98 1.13 1.01 0.97 0.99
WdE 0.90 0.98 1.15 1.01 1.00 1.02
ldP 1.00 0.98 1.15 1.01 1.00 0.98
3dF 1.01 1.02 1.17 0.99 1.02 1.01
3dE 0.99 1.00 1.14 0.98 1.01 1.00
3dP 1.02 0.85 1.13 0.99 1.02 1.00
7dF 0.91 0.85 1.17 1.00 1.03 1.07
7dE 1.06 0.87 1.18 1.01 1.03 1.09
7dP 0.88 0.96 1.15 0.99 1.01 0.97

cNF98.4d-1 culture 1.05 0.73 1.15 1.08 1.06 1.13
UF 505T7-2 solid 1.20 1.24 1.37 0.89 1.07 1.02

female samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
cNF99.1 OdF .. .. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF .. .. 0.99 1.01 1.00 0.93
WdE 1.11 -- 1.00 1.01 0.99 0.92
ldP 1.07 -- 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92
3dF 1.09 1.13 1.01 0.97 1.04 0.91
3dE 1.23 -- 1.02 0.98 1.03 0.93
3dP 1.24 1.12 1.01 0.98 1.04 0.92
7dF nd nd nd nd nd nd
7dE nd nd nd nd nd nd
7dP nd nd nd nd nd nd

cNF99.1 culture 1.29 1.14 1.00 1.15 1.01 1.00

Table 1. Continued.
Dermal Cultures I I I I I
female I samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
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cNF96.5f OdF 1.00 -- 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ldF 0.98 1.32 1.02 1.00 0.98 0.98
WdE -- 1.13 1.01 1.01 1.00 0.97
ldP -- 1.35 -- 1.03 1.00 0.99
3dF -- 1.15 1.04 1.02 1.02 1.00
3dE 1.01 1.41 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.03
3dP -- 1.38 1.05 1.03 0.99 1.02
7dF nd nd nd nd nd nd
7dE nd nd nd nd nd nd
7dP nd nd nd nd nd nd

UF 328T7 solid -- 1.37 1.27 0.94 1.18 --

female samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
cNF97.2a OdF 1.00 -- 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF 1.08 1.34 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.95
WdE 0.96 1.12 0.86 0.99 0.97 0.95
ldP -- 1.29 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.94
3dF 1.09 1.15 1.02 0.99 1.01 1.00
3dE 0.97 1.11 0.99 0.97 1.01 0.96
3dP 1.08 1.11 0.97 0.99 1.00 0.95
7dF 1.07 1.31 1.00 1.00 1.01 0.98
7dE 0.96 1.29 1.00 1.01 1.00 0.93
7dP 0.96 1.10 0.99 0.99 1.01 0.97

cNF97.2a-1 culture nd nd nd nd nd nd
UF 470T1 -2 solid nd nd nd nd nd nd

female samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
cNF97.2b Od -- 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF -- 0.99 0.90 1.01 0.97 0.99
WdE -- 1.00 -- 1.01 0.98 1.01
ldP 1.16 0.99 0.97 1.01 0.97 0.99
3dF 1.18 1.01 0.90 1.00 0.98 0.97
3dE 1.06 0.99 0.88 1.00 1.00 0.97
3dP 1.02 1.02 0.97 1.00 1.02 0.98
7dF -- 1.02 0.90 1.00 1.01 0.98
7dE 1.22 1.02 0.90 0.97 1.01 1.01
7dP -- 1.01 1.02 0.97 1.01 1.02

cNF97.2b culture nd nd nd nd nd nd
solid nd nd nd nd nd nd

Table 1. Continued.
Plexiform Cultures

male samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
pNFOO.11 OdF 1.00 -- 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF 0.97 -- 1.02 1.02 1.00 0.99
WdE 0.97 -- 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.00
ldP 1.00 -- 1.03 1.04 1.02 1.01
3dF 0.95 1.36 1.01 1.00 1.00 0.98
3dE 0.98 1.20 1.06 1.02 1.00 1.01
3dP 0.99 1.17 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.04
7dF nd -- nd nd nd nd
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7dE nd -- nd nd nd nd
7dP nd -- nd nd nd nd

UF 609Tc culture -- -- -- 1.08 1.03 1.07
UF 609T solid 1.11 1.76 1.20 1.13 1.10 1.06

male samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
pNF95.1 Ib OdF --.. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF 1.28 -- 1.04 1.03 1.03 0.90
IdE 1.27 1.19 1.04 1.02 1.01 0.95
ldP 1.24 -- 1.03 1.02 1.02 0.94
3dF 1.26 1.17 1.04 0.99 1.02 0.96
3dE 1.27 1.34 1.04 1.00 1.02 0.93
3dP 1.27 -- 1.00 1.01 1.02 0.90
7dF 1.24 1.38 1.05 1.02 1.01 0.92
7dE 1.12 1.39 1.05 1.01 1.01 0.93
7dP 1.23 1.14 1.03 1.02 1.01 0.89

pNF95.llb culture 1.13 1.38 1.02 1.09 1.03 0.97
UF 378T2b solid 1.48 nd 1.21 1.13 1.15 1.01

male samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
pNF95.6 Od 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF 0.98 0.84 1.02 1.00 1.00 0.98
W dE 0.97 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98
ldP 1.01 0.98 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.96
3dF 1.12 0.99 1.01 1.00 0.99 0.99
3dE 1.00 0.99 1.01 1.04 1.01 0.98
3dP 1.00 0.99 1.01 1.03 1.00 0.98
7dF 0.99 -- 1.01 1.02 0.98 0.96
7dE -- . 1.02 0.98 0.98 1.01
7dP .. .. 1.01 0.98 0.96 1.01

pNF95.6 culture nd nd 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.19

Table 1. Continued.
Plexiform Cultures

female samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
pNFOO.13 OdF .. .. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF .. .. 1.01 1.04 0.99 0.99
WdE .. .. 1.13 0.98 1.00 0.97

VldP .. . 1.13 0.99 0.99 0.97
3dF .. .. 1.15 0.98 1.00 1.03
3dE .. .. 1.14 0.95 0.96 0.89
3dP .. .. 1.14 0.95 0.96 0.92
7dF .. .. 1.05 0.98 1.00 0.94
7dE 1.19 -- 1.13 1.01 0.97 0.91
7dP -- . 1.14 1.02 0.89 0.94

pNFOO.13-1 culture 1.09 -- 0.99 1.00 0.94 0.90
UF 632T1-2 solid nd nd nd nd nd nd

female samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
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pNFOI.1 0dF -- 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ldF -- 0.89 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.90
WdE -- 0.93 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.94
ldP -- 0.91 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.91
3dF -- 0.92 0.97 0.93 1.00 0.91
3dE -- 0.98 1.01 0.97 1.04 0.96
3dP -- 0.93 0.95 0.97 1.00 0.92
7dF -- 0.96 0.99 1.00 1.02 0.96
7dE -- 0.93 0.99 0.97 1.02 0.93
7dP -- 0.95 0.98 1.02 1.02 0.95

3dICI -- 0.95 0.96 0.97 1.00 0.95
3dMife -- 0.91 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.91

pNF01.1-2 culture 1.39 0.76 0.97 0.93 1.03 0.93
UF 746T1-2 solid 1.56 0.86 1.20 0.91 1.11 0.95

female samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
pNF99.5 Od 1.00 1.00 -- 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF 1.02 1.18 1.15 0.98 -- 0.97
WdE 1.02 1.17 -- 0.98 1.00 0.97
ldP -- 1.16 -- 0.98 0.92 0.99
3dF 1.05 1.03 -- 0.99 1.05 0.98
3dE 1.03 .. .. 0.99 1.01 0.97
3dP -- -- 0.97 -- 0.99
7dF 1.12 1.18 1.15 0.95 1.01 0.95
7dE 1.03 1.18 -- 0.95 0.94 0.93
7dP -- 1.15 1.28 0.95 0.91 0.95

3dICI -- -- -- 0.95 -- 1.07

UF 554Tic-I culture 0.97 0.96 1.11 0.94 0.99 0.93
Table 1. Continued.

MPNST cultures
male samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF

sNF02.2 Od 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ldF 1.03 1.03 1.01 1.04 1.01 1.03
WdE 1.02 0.99 1.01 1.02 1.00 0.99
ldP 1.02 0.99 0.98 1.05 1.00 1.02
3dF 1.07 0.89 1.07 1.04 1.00 1.05
3dE 1.07 1.03 1.07 1.04 1.02 1.02
3dP 1.07 1.04 1.04 1.05 1.00 1.02
7dF 1.07 0.88 1.05 1.05 0.99 1.01
7dE 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.05 1.00 1.00
7dP 1.06 1.01 1.02 1.05 1.01 1.02

UF 820T-2 solid 1.03 1.13 1.08 1.22 1.13 1.25

male samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
sNF96.2 Od -- 1.00 -- 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF nd nd nd nd nd nd
WdE nd nd nd nd nd nd
ldP nd nd nd nd nd nd
3dF -- 0.99 -- 1.03 1.03 0.98
3dE -- 0.99 -- 1.03 1.02 0.98
3dP -- 0.99 1.11 1.01 1.02 0.99
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7dF -- 1.02 -- 0.98 1.02 1.08
7dE -- 1.03 -- 0.98 1.01 1.07
7dP -- 1.01 1.10 0.99 1.00 1.03

sNF96.2-1 culture .. .. .. .. .. ..

female samples ER alpha ER beta PR ERBB2 EGFR VEGF
sNF94.3 OdF .. .. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

ldF .. .. 1.00 1.00 1.01 0.97
WdE .. .. 1.00 1.03 1.01 0.92
ldP .. .. 0.99 1.03 1.02 0.94
3dF .. .. 1.02 1.04 1.03 0.95
3dE .. .. 1.02 1.06 1.03 0.95
3dP .. .. 1.02 1.06 1.03 0.94
7dF .. .. 1.02 1.09 1.04 0.92
7dE .. .. 1.02 1.07 1.01 0.92
7dP .. .. 1.03 1.08 1.03 0.93

sNF94.3-1 culture .. .. 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.80
-- means sample not detected, nd means sample not done

The levels of the receptors or downstream target genes are within the range 0.64 to 1.76 (with the
vast majority in the 0.9-1.1 range, with 1.0 being the same as no treatment). Thus, there are not
fold-change level differences in any samples. Furthermore, some changes were also seen in the
level of untreated cells over time, making interpretation of treated cell data difficult, and indicating
that time in culture may influence this variable, and that statistics of these data would be
unreliable. This is not surprising given the low levels of these messages that we discovered-even
small random variation in measurement would cause too much background error. Only three
cultures showed alterations that were of possible interest because of related data in Task 2, and the
fact that the untreated cells didn't show a parallel change. Three female cultures (normal Schwann
cell culture pn02.3, dermal culture cNF99.1 and plexiform culture pNFOO.13) showed an increase in
ERa RNA expression after 3 or 7 days of treatment with 17p-estradiol (ratio compared to untreated
cells of 1.4, 1.2 and 1.2, respectively). These cultures showed statistically significant changes in
proliferation (decrease, decrease, increase, respectively) in response to ER ligands (ICI 182,780
and/or tamoxifen) (see Task 2). Progesterone treatment also related to increased ERa expression
in pn02.3 and cNF99.1 (compared to untreated cell ratios of 1.2 for both cultures). After one day of
treatment, progesterone was associated with a decrease in ERa expression to undetectable levels in
the female plexiform culture pNF99.5, which was sustained across the 7 days of the assay. This
culture was the only sample to show a statistically significant increase in apoptosis with 17p-
estradiol treatment (Task 2). The male plexiform culture pNF95.6, showed a decrease in ERa
expression to undetectable levels with both 1713-estradiol and progesterone, but only after 7 days
of treatment. Finally, the male dermal culture cNF97.5 showed a transient decrease in PR
expression to undetectable levels after one day of treatment with progesterone. The level returned
to that of the untreated cells by day 3. Our conclusion is that, for these genes, there are no
consistent or dramatic downstream effects of the treatments in Schwann cells, regardless of gender
or tumor type. It is possible that small changes could be associated with a significant biological
effect in a few cases, but this is also not necessarily gender or tumor-type specific. This
heterogeneity is consistent with the other measures from our work on the project. Task lb is
complete.

Progress on Task 1c: "Cultures positive for receptors by RT-PCR (pre- and/or post-treatment)
will be analyzed by Western blot and immunofluorescence (months 3-30)."
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Based on the Task la and lb results, Task lc was deemed no longer applicable because of
the extremely low levels of the molecules, even in response to treatment. Reliable quantitative
protein level analyses cannot be done with the techniques available.

Task 2. To measure cultures' proliferative and apoptotic response to hormone and
SERM/antagonist treatment (months 1-30). ,

Progress on Task 2a: "Cultures will be treated with hormones/ SERMs separately and proliferative
response measured with BrdU assay, and cell survival measured by counting and TUNEL assay.
(months 3-18)."

Task 2a is completed, and the data are summarized in Tables 2-4 in the attached manuscript
in the Appendix (Fishbein et al, in revision). Four normal Schwann cell cultures, 7 plexiform-
derived Schwann cell cultures, 6 dermal-derived Schwann cell cultures and 3 MPNST-derived
Schwann cell cultures were analyzed for effects of steroid hormones on growth and survival.
Figure 2 of the manuscript shows examples of cultures after the TUNEL assay (to measure
apoptosis) and after staining for BrdU incorporation (to measure proliferation). Results are listed
as the percent change of control to reflect alterations seen in cells with treatment relative to the
same culture without treatment. Within each culture, proliferation index (PI) and apoptotic index
(Al) differences due to treatment were examined with a one-way ANOVA (n=32). For one MPNST
culture, sNF94.3, the proliferation and TUNEL assays could not be completed as the cells
proliferated too quickly for the assays. Overall, there were only seven statistically significant
differences in proliferation or apoptosis associated with the receptor ligand treatments. These
changes are summarized in Table 2.

ICI 182,780, an ER antagonist, decreased proliferation (p<0.05) in two cultures (both female):
normal Schwann cell culture pn02.3 and dermal neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell culture
cNF99.1. Tamoxifen, a SERM, caused a decrease in proliferation (p<0.05) in two cultures: the
same normal Schwann cell culture (pn02.3) and a male plexiform neurofibroma-derived Schwann
cell culture (pNFOO.11). Tamoxifen also increased proliferation (p<0.05) in the female plexiform
culture pNFOO.13. Lastly, mifepristone, typically a PR antagonist, increased proliferation (p<0.05)
in the male dermal culture cNF97.5. When analyzing apoptotic indices, only one plexiform culture
showed a statistically significant response (1703-estradiol increased apoptosis (p<0.05) in the female
culture pNF99.5). Cultures which have a statistically significant response to a specific treatment
did not necessarily show a corresponding increase in receptor RNA expression in the real-time
PCR profile. For example, the dermal neurofibroma-derived culture cNF97.5 had no detectable PR
expression, although this culture demonstrated an increase in proliferation with mifepristone
treatment. There is precedent for this situation in the literature as tamoxifen, for example, has
been shown to inhibit proliferation and induce apoptosis in ovarian cancer cell lines negative for
ER [22, 23].

Tables 3 and 4 in the attached manuscript show proliferation and apoptosis assay data for
cultures which show changes in PI and AL, respectively, by more than 10% compared to the no-
treatment control. With this analysis, some trends were found in all tumor types and both genders
despite the lack of statistical significance. For example, 3 of 6 dermal cultures displayed increases
in proliferation in response to mifepristone, and 3 of 7 plexiform cultures showed decreases in
response to tamoxifen. Some cultures showed an increase in proliferation with 1713-estradiol and a
corresponding response to the SERM tamoxifen, either an increase (pNF02.6-female) or decrease
(pn97.4-male) in proliferation. Similarly, progesterone increased proliferation in the female culture
cNF96.5f, while mifepristone caused a decrease in the same culture. Also in cNF96.5f,
progesterone was related to a trend toward increased proliferation and decreased apoptosis, as
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was mifepristone in cNF98.4d (male culture). This pattern is consistent with cell accumulation in
the presence of these ligands. All of the average PIs (regardless of treatment conditions) for the
normal Schwann cells as well as the dermal and plexiform cultures were within the range of 1-33%
(median: 4.5%, 7.7%, and 9.7%, respectively), while the MPNST cultures ranged from 37-67%
(median: 54.0%).

Only one plexiform culture with one treatment (pNFOO.11 / mifepristone) showed a decrease
in apoptosis; all other significant changes or trends were toward increased apoptosis in the
presence of ligand. Neither MPNST culture (both male) showed a significant increase (or trend) in
proliferation in response to any of the ligands, probably due to the already extremely high PI for
these malignant cultures; however, they both showed increased apoptosis. This could be an
interesting observation for future therapeutic research. In most of the responding cultures, ICI (the
ER antagonist) and tamoxifen (the ER agonist / antagonist) tended to result in increased apoptosis,
supporting the involvement of estrogen in some tumors. Tamoxifen also was associated with
decreased proliferation in two cultures, similarly supporting the theory. Although many cultures
showed at least a 10% change in Al in response to various ligands, all the average apoptotic rates
(normal and tumor-derived) were under 7% (with most below 5%); therefore, the biological
significance in alterations in these low rates is difficult to interpret. There were no trends or
significant outcomes that seemed related to gender of the patient. One-way ANOVA to examine
treatment effects on tumor type showed that the treatments did not affect one tumor group more
than another for either PI or Al, although the MPNST cultures consistently had a statistically
significantly higher PI regardless of treatment condition (p<0.05), as expected due to their
malignant nature. No one culture showed significant results for both proliferation and apoptosis,
indicating that steroid responsiveness is likely a complex phenomena. There was no indication
that gender played a role in determining response to steroid hormone receptor ligands for either
proliferation or apoptosis. While the effects on Schwann cells in vitro were not dramatic, some
data were statistically significant, suggesting that specific tumors respond more to the steroid
hormone system.

Progress on Task 2b: "Cultures showing a response will have dose response testing, and assays in
(a) will be repeated using combinations of appropriate hormones/SERMs/antagonists. (months
12-30)."

Based on our data, dose response and combinatorial testing are no longer feasible as part of
this pilot study due to the heterogeneity (and small magnitude) of initial responses. Furthermore,
the most robust doses were used initially, suggesting the non-responding samples needn't be
studied further. However, we hope to obtain future funding to study the few samples that did
show response of some sort, to do combinatorial work and more functional assays to test
hypotheses specific for those samples, and see if they represent paradigms of steroid hormone role
in responsive neurofibromas.

Progress on Task 2c: "Statistical analysis (months 24-36)."

Analyses have been completed and the methods are described in the attached manuscript in
the Appendix (Fishbein et al, in revision). Significant results are described and interpreted under
the other tasks as relevant to those experiments.

Task 3. To assay for in vivo proliferative or survival response of tumor cells to estrogen and
progesterone. (months 12-36).
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Progress on Task 3a: "Select 6 tumor and 2 normal Schwann cell cultures (in part based on in vitro
results)."

Two MPNST cultures were originally chosen, but since one showed a dramatic phenotype
with estrogen treatment, a third one was added. Because of the heterogeneity from the in vitro
work, we chose to do the in vivo assay on more neurofibroma cultures as well, to get a better idea
of pattern consistency within a tumor type. Four plexiform cultures were selected. Since the two
dermal cultures first attempted are both from males, we analyzed another dermal culture, from a
female. As indicated in previous progress reports, it was deemed un-necessary to test normal
Schwann cell cultures based on existing data on these cultures from Dr. Muir (Muir et al., 2001).

Progress on Task 3b: "For each culture, sterilize 15 scid mice heterozygous for an Nfl mutation,
inject cells, and treat mice with estrogen, progesterone, or placebo."

The colony of Nfl / scid mice has continued to show poor fecundity, requiring periodic
purchase of new scid mice from Jax labs to keep the breeding going.' We were able to get enough
of the female mice to finish the xenograft experiments, and the last few mice are about to have
their nerves harvested. As indicated in previous reports, we chose to operate on 3 mice for each
culture for each condition (a total of 9 rather than 15), to allow examination of more cultures, given
the heterogeneity. Since both sciatic nerves are being injected, we are analyzing a total of 6 nerves
per treatment per culture. We have observed generally consistent growth patterns within each
treatment/culture, and thus data from 6 nerves is adequate to answer questions about effects of
the hormones. We have completed the surgery and harvesting of nerves from three MPNST
cultures, 4 plexiform cultures, and 3 dermal cultures, with one other dermal culture nearly done.
This is summarized in Table 2 below. Also, as a side experiment we tested the xenograft
experiment on several scid female mice (not Nfl background; 2 mice per treatment) using the
robust responder sNF96.2, and initial observations suggest that the cells do not grow as well in a
scid-only background compared to heterozygous background (but a final conclusion awaits data
analysis). Thus, all of the xenograft surgeries have been completed.

Table 2. Xenografts completed (N number of mice)
CELL CULTURE PLACEBO ESTROGEN PROGESTERONE
MPNST sNF9.43 N=3 N=3 N=3
MPNST sNF96.2 N-=3 N=3 N=3
MPNST sNF02.2 N=3 N=3 N=3
Plexi pNFOO.13 N=3 N=3 N=3
Plexi pNF95.11b N=3 N=3 N=3
Plexi pNF01.1 N=3 N=3 N=3
Plexi pNF95.6 N=3 N=3 N=3
Dermal cNF97.5 N=3 N=3 N=3
Dermal cNF98.4d N=3 N=3 N=3
Dermal cNF99.1 N=3 N=3 N=3
Dermal cNF04.9a N=3 N=3 N=3

Progress on Task 3c: "Perform proliferation assay (Ki67 staining) and TUNEL assay on xenografts
by analysis of tissue section, and statistical analysis."

Nearly all of the sectioning of these nerves and staining (H/E for general histology, Ki67 for
proliferation, TUNEL for apoptosis, hGST for human cell identification) has been completed, using
3 sets of serial sections throughout the nerve. The entire nerve is embedded longitudinally and
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completely sectioned (about 40-50 slides typically). The widest tumor section is identified and the
serial sets chosen based on that location, to keep the analyses as consistent as possible for each
nerve. We have only a few more nerves to harvest and stain, which should be completed within 6
weeks.

Originally we attempted to measure size of xenograft, however it became apparent that this
was unreliable, prone to error such as number of cells injected (e.g. as if some leaked back out the
fascicle at time of injection). Furthermore, since the hypothesis is related to hormone response, we
based the analysis on the Ki67 and TUNEL staining, comparing treatment to placebo, regardless of
the exact number of cells present. This gave us an idea of how the cells were responding. The GST
staining revealed the presence and boundaries of the xenograft. In the larger xenografts
(extending beyond one microscopic field at 40X), Ki67 and TUNEL positive cells were counted in
three equal size squares within the tumor area, and averaged. For the smaller tumors (in which
the entire xenograft was visible within the microscope field), all the positive cells were counted.
This was done at three separate sets of serial sections (thickest part of xenograft, and one set on
either side), such that xenografts were being evaluated consistently. Averages are taken of the
measurements for each nerve and each treatment. The ratio used was # of Ki67 positive cells
/ #TUNEL positive cells and normalized to placebo. Thus, a final ratio of 1 indicates very similar
rates of proliferation and apoptosis in the tumor as compared to placebo; less than 1 indicates
relatively more apoptosis occurred (reduced cell accumulation), and greater than 1 indicates that
more proliferation was present under that treatment (increased cell accumulation). We are using a
two-tailed unpaired T test to survey for significant changes in either direction, with and without
outlier analysis (in some cases we saw that one mouse had a result that deviated substantially from
the other 5, and applied the outlier analysis; this yielded a few more significant results that likely
represent the real situation better (no significant results were lost due to the outlier application)).
Table 3 below shows current data. For example, the data indicate that the MPNSTs had relatively
more proliferation than apoptosis under estrogen treatment, consistent with accumulated cell
mass. One of the MPNSTs (sNF96.2) had increased apoptosis with progesterone (decrease in cell
mass compared to placebo), which is very interesting. However the other two showed decreased
apoptosis or no change, also consistent with possible cell accumulation. This was consistent with
our visual observation of the sNF96.2 cell line (Fig. 1). This is the only culture thus far to show
very dramatic growth in vivo (visually evident to the naked eye). This tumor responded to
estrogen, with less of an effect with progesterone (Fig. 1). The tumor cells grew virtually the entire
length of the sciatic nerve compartment, including up to the spinal nerve root. Growth by 2
months was less dramatic for the no-malignant cultures, but we also found a mixed pattern of
response that did not correlate with gender. For example, pNF95.11b showed statistically
significant decrease in prolif/ apoptosis ratio with both estrogen and progesterone, suggesting that
both ligands were associated with reduced cell accumulation. None of the other plexiforms had a
statistically significant affect, although pNF95.6 may show a trend toward decreased cell mass
with estrogen, pNFOO.13 may show a similar trend with progesterone, and pNF01.1 shows a trend
to increase in response to estrogen. Interestingly, the only female culture (from a 16-year-old) had
virtually no effect with estrogen, no obvious effect with progesterone. Of the dermal
neurofibroma cultures, these tended to show the least growth in vivo, but two showed significant
positive effects (one (male) to estrogen, one (female) to progesterone). The current data were
presented in a poster at the Children's Tumor Foundation International Consortium on the
Molecular Biology of Neurofibromatosis and Schwannomatosis, in Aspen in June this year.

Table 3. Summary of current xenograft proliferation/TUNEL (apoptosis) data.
Culture I sex I Outlier? I PI/Al I PI/Al I PI/Al Normalized INormal.
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ID ave ave ave estrogen progest.
placebo estrogen progest. ratio ratio

P 95.6 M Y, prog. 0.57 0.38 0.45 0.66# 0.79
P 95.11b M Y, prog. 0.885 0.08 0.08 0.09* 0.09*
P 00,13 F Y, plac. 0.24 0.125 0.05 0.52 0.21
P 01.1 M No 0.04 0.075 0.068 1.75# 1.70
C 97.5 M Y, plac. 0.21 6.07 0.89 28.9* 4.24
C 98.4d M Y, prog. 0.055 0.087 0.063 1.58 1.145
C 99.1 F No 0.33 0.589 0.853 1.78# 2.58*
S 94.3 F No 0.105 0.524 0.24 4.99* 2.29#
S 96.2 M No 48.775 91.44 18.49 1.87* 0.379*
S 02.2 M Y, estr. 0.071 0.098 0.153 1.38 2.15
# (p value between 0.05 and 0.11, indicating a possible trend)
* (significant, p value less than 0.05)

Since the sNF96.2 culture did not show significant alterations of proliferation or apoptosis
in the in vitro analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that the in vivo situation is a better assay for
measuring hormone effects. Also, sNF06.2 did not have detectable levels of ERa, ERb, and PR
transcripts in the real-time PCR experiment, indicating that effects may be occurring through
alternate pathways. SNF94.3 had a slight decrease in the ER receptors, and slight increase in PR,
but showed All of the cultures injected have shown viability of the human cells in the nerve
compartment, and thus we are obtaining a good tumor model for testing treatments such as these.
At the moment there are predominantly reproducible effects, but they appear heterogeneous
between cultures and ligand. The final data analysis should be completed within several weeks, at
which time we will write up this work and submit it for publication.

A B C

Figure 1. sNF96.2 gross results. A and B represent nerves taken from xenografted mice treated
with estrogen or placebo, respectively. C is a nerve from a PBS injected mouse for control.
Dramatic growth of the tumor cells is evident with estrogen. Progesterone-treated nerves were
very similar in size to placebo, and but reached statistical significance for being smaller than
placebo (data not shown).
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KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS ACROSS ENTIRE PROJECT

Performed a large scale progesterone receptor (PR) immunohistochemistry analysis, which
showed very similar results to a paper published in 2003, implicating PR in non-Schwann cells
in neurofibromas.
Performed RT-PCR analysis of steroid hormone receptor levels in 22 solid tumors and 29
Schwann cell cultures. Estrogen receptors are present at low levels via RT-PCR analysis, but
not detectable at the immunohistochemistry level. PR tends to be increased in the solid tumors
relative to normal Schwann cells, but usually less than two-fold. Estrogen receptor beta tended
to be a little decreased, consistent with tumor cell accumulation, but the fold change was not as
dramatic as with PR. Estrogen receptor alpha showed the fewest changes. This also suggests
that PR may be a key receptor for further investigation in the role of steroid hormones.
Completed proliferation and apoptosis assays for a total of 20 tumor and normal cultures,
treated with various hormones or SERMs, in duplicate. Performed data analysis and submitted
a manuscript, which was rejected from one journal and we are now revising. Some cultures
showed a response consistent with accumulation of cells, but this was not correlated with
tumor type, gender, or ligand.
Completed the xenograft surgeries for twelve tumor cultures, and have most of the data
collected and analyzed, to be finished shortly.
Created a breeding colony to produce Nfl1 / scid mice, but found that it had poor fecundity
unless newly purchased scid mice were introduced periodically.
Tasks I and 2 comprised part of the Ph.D. thesis of MD-PhD student Lauren Fishbein; her PhD
was obtained in August 2004 from the University of Florida. Title of thesis: "Genetic and
Epigenetic Studies of Neurofibromatosis I (NF1) Tumors". She is now a 4th-year medical
student and is applying for a residency in Internal Medicine, and hopes to ultimately obtain an
academic position to study endocrinology (particularly as it relates to cancer).

REPORTABLE OUTCOMES

We presented most of the in vitro work at the NNFF International Consortium on the Molecular
Biology of NF1 and NF2, June 2003 in Aspen, and submitted these data as a manuscript to
Molecular Carcinogenesis last fall (attached in Appendix, cited below). This included RT-PCR data,
PR immunostaining, and in vitro response of cultures to ligands. The paper was rejected but the
criticisms are potentially addressable, and we are revising it to submit shortly. This includes
adding some additional PR immunohistochemistry. This represents one of the first (and most
recent) scientific papers to test the effects of steroid hormones and antagonists on NF1 and non-
NF1 derived Schwann cells, in terms of proliferation and apoptosis (key phenomena in neoplasia).
Dr. Fishbein received an MD/PhD program NRSA predoc award to support her stipend during
part of her research on Aims I and 2.

Fishbein L, Zhang X, Perrin G, Campbell-Thompson M, Muir D, Wallace M. Effects of steroid
hormones in NF1 tumorigenesis. . NNFF International Consortium on the Molecular Biology of
NF1 and NF2, Aspen, CO, June 2003, poster.

Fishbein L, Zhang X, Fisher LB, Li H, Campbell-Thompson M, Yachnis A, Rubenstein A, Muir D,
Wallace MR. In vitro studies of steroid hormones and their receptors in neurofibromatosis i tumors
and Schwann cells. Manuscript n Revision.
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Another reportable outcome will be the xenograft results, which show the feasibility of this model
system and that some human tumor cells are clearly affected by steroid hormones in vivo. This
heterogeneity was not unexpected, and suggests that perhaps individualized therapy may be
needed for future treatment of tumors. The data also show that this model system is feasible to
use for testing in vivo therapies for effect on tumor cell proliferation and apoptosis. These data
were presented at the 2005 Aspen meeting, and once completed will be submitted as a manuscript
(anticipate by January 2006). These data are very novel and thorough (different tumor types,
hormones, replicates at every level representing an enormous amount of work behind these
conclusions). Dr. Xuelian Zhang obtained a coveted embryologist position at a fertility clinic,
based on her experience in microsurgery gained in this project; prior to her departure she trained
Dr. Hua Li to finish Specific Aim 3 (surgery, etc) who has done an outstanding job and recently
obtained her immigration green card based on recommendations from scientists familiar with her
work on this project. Mr. Frederick Kweh, an undergraduate student assistant (and now a
technician in my lab) has been so enthused by his work on this project that he is applying for
graduate school, to obtain a Ph.D. in biomedical sciences.

Li H, Zhang X, Fishbein L, Kweh F, Muir D, Wallace M. Analysis of steroid hormone effects on
xenografted human NF1 tumor Schwann cells. Children's Tumor Foundation International
Consortium on the Molecular Biology of NF1, NF2, and schwannomatosis. Aspen, CO, June 2005,
poster.

CONCLUSIONS:

In vitro data indicate that steroid hormone receptor levels in normal and NF1 tumor-
derived Schwann cells are low and do not differ in a multiple-fold fashion, even in tumors and in
response to in vitro hormone treatment. However, there is precendent for significant biological
effects from genes in which transcript levels change by less than two-fold, so we may be seeing
important differences). There is heterogeneity in the results indicating that there is no correlation
with tumor type or gender, as originally predicted, but we are finding some significant results in
the in vitro work, such as implication of PR in some tumors (which may be temporal in nature).
We have shown that the xenograft model works for every culture to measure relative proliferation
to apoptosis changes in response to hormone. Some tumor cultures show significant effects in
vivo, which appears independent of tumor type, gender and ligand, although there are possible
trends to follow up. These data suggest that in the future, physicians may want to consider biopsy
work to determine which patients/tumors might respond to hormone therapy at any given time.
The work also sets the stage to develop or apply new therapies related to steroid hormones, and
also determine why the response to steroid hormones is variable (e.g. modifier genes, somatic or
epigenetic changes).

INDIVIDUALS WHO RECEIVED SUPPORT FROM THIS GRANT:
Faculty: Margaret Wallace, David Muir, Martha Campbell-Thompson
Postdocs: Xuelian Zhang, Hua Li
Graduate student: Lauren Fishbein
Technicians and Student assistants: Lori Beth Fisher, Frederick Kweh, Daniel Traum, Nicholas
Sanek, Kenneth Cruz, Karen Dyshuk.
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Abstract

The most common NF I feature is the benign neurofibroma, which consists predominantly of

Schwann cells. Dermal neurofibromas usually arise during puberty and increase in number throughout

adulthood. Plexiform neurofibromas, associated with larger nerves, are often congenital and can be life-

threatening because of extensive growth. Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors in NF I are believed to

arise from plexiforms and occur in 5-10% of patients. Some female patients have reported an increase in

number and size of neurofibromas during pregnancy. In addition, there are reports of an increased potential

for malignant transformation of plexiform tumors during pregnancy. These observations suggested that

steroid hormones influence growth of neurofibromas. To investigate this in a scientific manner, we first

characterized the steroid hormone expression in neurofibromas. Immunohistochemistry and real-time PCR

assays showed that estrogen receptors alpha and beta, progesterone receptor and androgen receptor are

differentially expressed in primary neurofibromas and in NF 1 tumor-derived Schwann cell cultures

compared to normal Schwann cells, although there is some heterogeneity. This work then examined the in

vitro effect of steroid hormone receptor ligands on proliferation and survival of NF 1 tumor-derived Schwann

cell cultures compared to normal Schwann cell cultures. The changes in proliferation and apoptosis are

generally small, but some are statistically significant, and trends are consistent with increased cell

accumulation. Our data suggest that steroid hormones can directly influence neurofibroma initiation or

progression by acting through their cognate receptor, but that these effects may only apply to a subset of

tumors, and are not limited by gender.
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Introduction

Neurofibromatosis 1 (NFl) is an autosomal dominant disorder which affects about 1 in 3500

individuals worldwide. The NF1 tumor suppressor gene is located on chromosome 17ql 1.2 and spans 260kb

of genomic DNA [1, 2, 3]. Despite full penetrance, there is variable expressivity seen even within families

with the same constitutional mutation. The most characteristic feature of NFl is the neurofibroma. Dermal

(cutaneous and subcutaneous) neurofibromas are often size-limited and are mainly of cosmetic significance.

Interestingly, these tumors often first develop during puberty and continue to increase in number throughout

life. The plexiform neurofibromas form along deeper nerves in the body; and although they are slow-

growing, they can become large and even life threatening. Nevertheless, many patients have internal

plexiform tumors which are asymptomatic. In addition, there is a 5-10% chance of malignant potential for

the plexiform tumors to become malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs). Many plexiform

tumors are thought to be congenital. Some patients have reported an increase in size and number of both

dermal and plexiform neurofibromas during pregnancy [4] or while taking birth control pills (Wallace,

unpublished data). There have even been reports of increased malignant potential of plexiform tumors

during pregnancy [5, 6]. This information suggests that steroid hormones may play a role in neurofibroma

development, growth and/or survival.

Neurofibromas are heterogeneous, consisting of fibroblasts, mast cells, perineural cells and a majority

of Schwann cells (some of which are clonally derived with somatic mutations). Nuclear steroid hormone

receptors commonly regulate transcription of genes involved in the cell proliferation and apoptosis pathways,

although this has never been tested in Schwann cells. Little research has been done on steroid hormone

effects on Schwann cells. Jung-Testas et al. found low levels of estrogen receptor (ER) on cultured rat

Schwann cells using binding assays [7]. These cells showed a proliferative response to estradiol but only in

the presence of forskolin, suggesting that increased cAMP is required for the effect. The same group

demonstrated the presence of progesterone receptor (PR) in rat Schwann cells using ligand binding assays

and receptor immunofluorescence [8]. In addition, PR is known to have a role in glial cells in activating
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genes involved in myelin production [9, 10]. Interestingly, estrogen treatment had no effect on PR level

[11], in contrast to reciprocal regulation observed in reproductive organs of the rat. Furthermore, estrogen

treatment of these cells did not increase ER binding or immunofluorescence. Another study examined

estrogen and progesterone responsiveness in cultured Schwann cells derived from various aged rodents, and

found that high levels of 1713-estradiol and progesterone had small proliferative effects in Schwann cells

from males and newborns only [12].

While steroid hormones are involved in a number of tumors (e.g. breast and ovarian carcinoma,

prostate carcinoma and benign meningiomas), very little work has been done to analyze the effects of steroid

hormone receptors in human Schwann cell based tumors. Martuza et al. found evidence of ERs in

schwannomas, but only in 1 of 6 neurofibromas, via ligand binding assays of dissociated tumor cells [13].

There was no progestin binding in 2 of 2 neurofibromas. Furthermore, Chaudhuri et al. failed to show any

ER or PR binding in 5 neurofibromas and 4 neurofibrosarcomas [14]. A more recent study found PR

immunoreactivity in some unidentified cells within human neurofibroma tissue sections (apparently not

Schwann cells) but found no significant ER immunostaining [15]. Thus far, no human neurofibromas or

MPNSTs have been studied in vivo or in vitro for transcript levels of ER and PR, or cellular response to the

steroid hormones.

Overall, the literature suggests that ER and PR might be present in human Schwann cells, but the

status of these in NFl -related neurofibromas is essentially unknown. Due to the limited and somewhat

conflicting data reported in the literature, it is unclear if or how human Schwann cells (normal or

neurofibroma-derived) respond to steroid hormones. Based on the clinical data suggesting that

neurofibromas are aggravated in some patients during times of hormonal surges, we hypothesized that

steroid hormone receptors would be differentially expressed in NF 1 neurofibromas and that neurofibroma-

derived Schwann cells would have an altered sensitivity to ligands for these receptors, compared to normal

(non-NF 1) Schwann cells. Here we describe the first molecular study of the presence of steroid receptors

and effects of their agonists/antagonists at the cellular level in neurofibroma and normal Schwann cells.
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Materials and Methods

Sample Collection and Total Cellular RNA Isolation

Under IRB approval, normal (non-NF1) and neurofibroma Schwann cells were cultured and enriched

from primary tissue as previously described [16]. Most of the primary tumor and tumor-derived Schwann

cell cultures were from patients who met diagnostic criteria for NF I [ 17], although a few were sporadic

neurofibromas. Histologically, the primary samples contained -70% Schwann cells (fibroblasts, mast cells,

nerve axons, perineural cells and vascular endothelial cells making up the rest), and the tumor-derived

Schwann cell cultures were enriched to >95% purity. RNA isolation from cultured cells and primary tissue

was performed using TRizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The positive control samples included Caco-2

(ERcQ.-/ERP3+ human colon cancer cell line [18]), MCF-7 (ERa.+/ERP3- human breast cancer cell line [19]),

and human testis RNA (AR+ [20]).

Real-Time PCR

Reverse transcription reactions of 2tg of total RNA used random hexamers and Superscript II

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) in a 201d volume. Diluted (1:5) cDNA (1 ýd) was used as a template in a

LightCycler rapid real-time thermal cycler system (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) as follows: 10 mins. at 95 C,

then cycling for 5 secs. at 94 C, 5 secs. at primer specific annealing temperature, 30 secs. at 72 C for 48

cycles in a I0 l volume using the Fast Start DNA Master SYBR Greenl mix (Roche, Indianapolis, IN).

Fluorescent product was detected at the end of each extension step. Primers were designed to span at least

one large intron (sequences are available upon request). A melting curve analysis and native polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis were performed for each reaction to confirm amplification specificity. A standard curve

was generated by amplifying serial dilutions of a purified PCR product specific for each gene of interest.

The data points were transformed to a log format and a linear regression line y=ax+b was used to determine

values for each sample. Calculated values were then taken as a ratio compared to the average value from

two separate normal Schwann cell culture samples. All reactions were repeated in duplicate and normalized
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to HPRT gene expression (a housekeeping gene commonly used as a control in such experiments, including

in neuronal tissue [21]).

Progesterone Receptor Immunohistochemistry

Sixty-three formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded human neurofibroma sections (8[tm) were stained with

the monoclonal anti-progesterone receptor antibody (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA; Clone PgR 636, 1:50).

Endogenous peroxidases were blocked with 1% hydrogen peroxide, and the sections were heated at 95 C for

30 mins in antigen retrieval buffer (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA) to unmask receptor epitopes. The antibodies

were detected with a biotinylated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA; 1:500) and

ABC kit (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA), using 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) as a

substrate.

Proliferation and TUNEL Assays

Human normal Schwann cells and neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell cultures were grown as

previously described [ 16]. The cells were trypsinized, neutralized with serum-containing medium, and

washed in phenol red free DMEM. The cells were then plated and incubated for 48 hours in phenol red free

DMEM with 1% dextran-coated charcoal-treated fetal bovine serum (removes endogenous steroid

hormones). Then, for three days cells were treated in replicate chambers with EtOH carrier alone, 1IOOnM

1713-estradiol or progesterone (agonists for ER and PR, respectively), or 1 [M ICI 182,780 (antagonist for

ER), tamoxifen (mixed ER agonist/antagonist, SERM), or mifepristone (antagonist for PR) (Sigma, St.

Louis, MO). These concentrations were chosen based on literature providing physiological levels for

analysis of hormone effects. Cells for the proliferation assay were treated with 1 [tM BrdU (Sigma, St. Louis,

MO) added for the final 24 hours and then fixed in 70% EtOH for 30 mins. at 4 C. Immunohistochemistry

was completed on these cells using a mouse anti-BrdU primary antibody (DAKO, 1:200) and a secondary

goat anti-mouse HRP antibody (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA; 1:500) and visualized with DAB (Sigma, St. Louis,

MO). Cells to be used for the TUNEL assay were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 25 mins. at room

temperature, and immunohistochemistry was completed using the Promega DeadEnd Colorimentric Kit
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(Madison WI). Assays were done in replicate, and pictures of the slides from both assays were taken under a

microscope with 200X magnification. Eight pictures were taken in a linear fashion across each chamber.

Proliferation and apoptosis indices (PI or Al) are reported as a percent of stained cells.

Downstream Gene Expression Analysis

For each culture, the cells were treated (after the 48 hour washout period) on day 0, 3 and 6 with

1 OOnM 1 7B-estradiol or progesterone or ethanol carrier alone in replicate wells. The cells were harvested for

RNA on day 0, 1, 3 and 7 to be used in real-time PCR analysis for expression of putative downstream targets

of steroid hormone receptors (including ERa, ER/3, PR, ERBB2, EGFR and VEGF) as described above. The

samples were normalized to HPRT and calculated values were taken as a ratio of the hormone treated sample

compared to the same culture on day 0 before hormone treatment. For some cultures, RNA collection was

only done on days 0, 1 and 3 due to an inadequate number of cells.

Statistics

For the real-time PCR data analysis from the steroid hormone receptor profile, a one-way analysis of

variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey's post-test analysis (GraphPad Prism software, San Diego, CA) was

used to test for significant differences in expression for each gene between the tumor types.

Proliferation and apoptosis rates were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA followed by a Dunnett's

post-test analysis (GraphPad Prism software, San Diego, CA) for comparison between control and

experimental treatments within each culture. For an alternative analysis, the percentage of stained cells from

each picture per treatment was considered as an individual data entry point (n=32; 8 pictures per chamber/ 2

chambers per replicate). For other analyses, the average percent of stained cells from each replicate assay

was counted as a data entry point (n=2). For all of these analyses, data points were entered as either percent

of stained cells or as a percent change from the average of the no-treatment control's PI or Al for each

culture. Additional one-way ANOVA analysis was performed to determine any significant differences

between proliferation or apoptosis within each class of tumor cultures compared to the normal Schwann cells

for each treatment. A standard p<O.05 was used to determine statistical significance. Finally, "trends" in
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proliferation and apoptosis for each treatment were reported for changes greater than or equal to 10% of the

average no-treatment control value for each culture (but not meeting statistical significance), using n=2 as

described above.

Results

Steroid Hormone Receptor Profile

Two independent normal Schwann cell cultures, pn97.3 and pn97.4, were analyzed for RNA

expression of the ERa, ER/3, PR and AR genes. The tumor samples analyzed were grouped as follows (with

some tumors having both primary and culture samples): 17 primary dermal neurofibromas and 8 dermal

tumor-derived Schwann cell cultures, 10 primary plexiform neurofibromas and 10 plexiform tumor-derived

Schwann cell cultures, and 2 primary MPNSTs and 2 MPNST tumor-derived Schwann cell cultures. The

results are shown in Table 1, and the values are normalized to 1.0 based on the average of the normal

Schwann cells.

Most samples had detectable expression of all four genes. Receptor expression was low overall, as is

often found for transcription factors in general, with the cycle number for linear detection here typically >30

cycles. Many tumor samples had differential expression compared to normal Schwann cell cultures,

consistent with our hypothesis, with the largest differences seen in primary tumor RNAs. In fact, when

examining differences between tumor types for expression of each gene, ER/3, PR and AR showed

statistically significant differences (p<0.05 with one-way ANOVA), but there was greater variation between

primary versus culture samples than between tumor type. Thus, the expression data did not stratify the types

of neurofibromas. For ER/3, the expression was undetectable in most of the culture samples, whereas the

primary tissue samples had expression often equal to that in the normal Schwann cell cultures. For PR, the

expression was significantly (p<0.05) increased in the primary tissue sections from dermal and plexiform

tumors compared to the tumor cultures (which showed expression levels similar to the normal cultures). The

primary MPNST samples also had an increase in PR expression although it did not reach statistical

significance. AR expression was significantly (p<0.05) raised in dermal and plexiform primary tissue
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samples compared to dermal and plexiform cultures. Although the MPNST samples did not show statistical

significance, the cultures had higher expression compared to the primary tissue samples.

Overall, PR seemed to have the largest differential expression within these samples (1.3-1.9 fold for

most), and it was typically greater than normal, with 9 samples being as high or higher than the positive

control (MCF-7). MCF-7 and Caco-2 are cell lines that are considered to have significant levels of the

respective receptors; human testis tissue also has a high level of steroid hormone receptor expression. These

control samples showed less than a two-fold difference in RNA expression of the steroid hormone receptors

when compared to the average of the two normal Schwann cell cultures. Some of the tumor RNAs,

especially PR in primary specimens, had similar levels of differential expression. Lastly, no obvious

relationship between patient gender and expression levels of receptors was seen in any tumor type.

To follow up the PR RNA results, histological sections from 63 neurofibromas (32 dermal, 26

plexiform and 5 MPNSTs) were immunostained for PR. Interestingly, half of the women contributing

tumors to this immunohistochemical analysis reported neurofibroma growth in response to pregnancy or

birth control pills. Overall, there was no obvious correlation with PR positive sections and gender, hormone-

response or family history of NF 1, type of tumor, or location of tumor. Twenty-one neurofibromas (from 7

female and 4 male patients) showed scattered individual cells staining positive for PR (Figure 1). This

included 13 dermal neurofibromas and 8 plexiforms (2 of which were sporadic isolated neurofibromas in

individuals otherwise not meeting NF I criteria). Of these 21 samples, 5 were tested with real-time PCR and

4 of them showed an increase in PR RNA expression for either the primary and/or culture samples (UF

378T, UF 537T1, UF 328T7, and UF 505T3). The rest of the tumors were negative for PR staining,

including 5 dermal neurofibromas from a pregnant NF1 subject. Interestingly, this same subject

subsequently had three additional dermal neurofibromas removed postpartum and all three showed scattered

positive staining. ERa and ERI3 immunohistochemistry was performed on 10-15 neurofibroma sections, all

of which showed no reactivity (UF Clinical Pathology Lab Core, data not shown).

Proliferation and TUNEL Assays
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Functional assays tested the hypothesis that neurofibroma-derived Schwann cells have an altered

sensitivity to steroid hormones. Four normal Schwann cell cultures, 7 plexiform-derived Schwann cell

cultures, 6 dermal-derived Schwann cell cultures and 3 MPNST-derived Schwann cell cultures were

analyzed for effects of steroid hormones on growth and survival. Figure 2 shows examples of cultures after

the TUNEL assay (to measure apoptosis) and after staining for BrdU incorporation (to measure

proliferation).

The proliferation and apoptosis results are reported as the percent change of control to reflect any

alterations seen in cells with treatment relative to the same culture without treatment. Within each culture,

proliferation index (PI) and apoptotic index (Al) differences due to treatment were examined with a one-way

ANOVA (n=32). For one MPNST culture, sNF94.3, the proliferation and TUNEL assays could not be

completed as the cells proliferated too quickly for the assays. Overall, there were only seven statistically

significant differences in proliferation or apoptosis associated with the receptor ligand treatments. These

changes are summarized in Table 2.

ICI 182,780, an ER antagonist, decreased proliferation (p<0.05) in two cultures (both female): a

normal Schwann cell culture (pn02.3) and a dermal neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell culture (cNF99.1).

Tamoxifen, a SERM, caused a decrease in proliferation (p<0.05) in two cultures: the same normal Schwann

cell culture (pn02.3) and a male plexiform neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell culture (pNFOO.11).

Tamoxifen also increased proliferation (p<0.05) in the female plexiform culture pNFOO.13. Lastly,

mifepristone, typically a PR antagonist, increased proliferation (p<0.05) in the male dermal culture cNF97.5.

When analyzing apoptotic indices, only one plexiform culture showed a statistically significant response

(1713-estradiol increased apoptosis (p<0.05) in the female culture pNF99.5). Cultures which have a

statistically significant response to a specific treatment did not necessarily show a corresponding increase in

receptor RNA expression in the real-time PCR profile. For example, the dermal neurofibroma-derived

culture cNF97.5 had no detectable PR expression, although this culture demonstrated an increase in
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proliferation with mifepristone treatment. There is precedent for this situation in the literature as tamoxifen,

for example, has been shown to inhibit proliferation and induce apoptosis in ovarian cancer cell lines

negative for ER [22, 23].

Tables 3 and 4 display the results from the proliferation and apoptosis assays for cultures which show

changes in PI and Al, respectively, by more than 10% compared to the no-treatment control. With this

analysis, some trends were found in all tumor types and both genders despite the lack of statistical

significance. For example, 3 of 6 dermal cultures displayed increases in proliferation in response to

mifepristone, and 3 of 7 plexiform cultures showed decreases in response to tamoxifen. Interestingly, some

cultures showed an increase in proliferation with 17[3-estradiol and a corresponding response to the SERM

tamoxifen, either an increase (pNF02.6-female) or decrease (pn97.4-male) in proliferation. Similarly,

progesterone increased proliferation in the female culture cNF96.5f, while mifepristone caused a decrease in

the same culture. Also in cNF96.5f, progesterone was related to a trend toward increased proliferation and

decreased apoptosis, as was mifepristone in cNF98.4d (male culture). This pattern is consistent with cell

accumulation in the presence of these ligands. All of the average PIs (regardless of treatment conditions) for

the normal Schwann cells as well as the dermal and plexiform cultures were within the range of 1-33%

(median: 4.5%, 7.7%, and 9.7%, respectively), while the MPNST cultures ranged from 37-67% (median:

54.0%).

Only one plexiform culture with one treatment (pNFOO.1 1/mifepristone) showed a decrease in

apoptosis; all other significant changes or trends were toward increased apoptosis in the presence of ligand.

Neither MPNST culture (both male) showed a significant increase (or trend) in proliferation in response to

any of the ligands, probably due to the already extremely high PI for these malignant cultures; however, they

both showed increased apoptosis. This could be an interesting observation for future therapeutic research.

Although many cultures showed at least a 10% change in Al in response to various ligands, it must be noted

that all the average apoptotic rates (normal and tumor-derived) were under 7% (with most below 5%);
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therefore, the biological significance in alterations in these low rates is difficult to interpret. There were no

trends or significant outcomes that seemed related to gender of the patient.

A final analysis examined effects from treatments on tumor type using a one-way ANOVA analysis.

This analysis found that the treatments did not affect one tumor group more than another for either PI or Al,

although the MPNST cultures consistently had a statistically significantly higher PI regardless of treatment

condition (p<0.05), as expected due to their malignant nature.

Downstream Gene Expression Analysis

Functional effects of steroid hormones in the cell can also be tested by assaying changes in

transcription levels of downstream target genes of the receptors. Since downstream targets are not known for

Schwann cells, genes of interest which are known to be affected in other cell types were analyzed. However,

real-time PCR results showed no significant alterations in expression of ERBB2, EGFR or VEGF in any of

the cell cultures under any treatment conditions (two cultures were not tested due to an inadequate number of

cells, pn02.7 and pNF02.6). In some samples, ERa, ER/3, and PR had RNA level alterations up or down

compared to day 0 untreated cells. However, these changes were often paralleled by an equal change in the

untreated cells at the corresponding time point, making the interpretation difficult and suggesting that the

changes in expression were not due to treatment but rather to time spent in culture. Nevertheless, data from a

few cultures showed alterations in expression (most quite small), which are not seen in the untreated cells at

those time points (data not shown). Three female cultures (normal Schwann cell culture pn02.3, dermal

culture cNF99.1 and plexiform culture pNFOO.13) showed an increase in ERa RNA expression after 3 or 7

days of treatment with 17[3-estradiol (ratio compared to untreated cells of 1.4, 1.2 and 1.2, respectively).

Interestingly, these cultures showed statistically significant changes in proliferation (decrease, decrease,

increase, respectively) in response to ER ligands (ICI 182,780 and/or tamoxifen) (Table 2). Progesterone

treatment also increased ERa expression in pn02.3 and cNF99.1 (ratio compared to untreated cells of 1.2 for

both cultures). After one day of treatment, progesterone caused a decrease in ERa expression to

undetectable levels in the female plexiform culture pNF99.5, which was sustained across the 7 days of the
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assay. This culture was the only sample to show a statistically significant increase in apoptosis with 17p3-

estradiol treatment (Table 2). The male plexiform culture pNF95.6, showed a decrease in ERa expression to

undetectable levels with both 1713-estradiol and progesterone, but only after 7 days of treatment. Finally, the

male dermal culture cNF97.5 showed a transient decrease in PR expression to undetectable levels after one

day of treatment with progesterone. The level returned to that of the untreated cells by day 3.

Discussion

Steroid Hormone Receptor Profile

Characterization of the steroid hormone receptor profile in primary neurofibromas and tumor-derived

Schwann cell cultures showed low levels of expression of ERa, ER[3, PR and AR RNA, with some

differential expression of the receptors seen upon comparison of the tumor samples to normal Schwann cell

cultures, consistent with our hypothesis. However, the largest and most consistent differences appeared

within the primary RNA samples rather than the neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell culture RNAs (Table

1). This suggests that the mixture of cells found in the primary neurofibroma together contribute to the

steroid hormone RNA expression. This is consistent with a study in the literature showing that PR

expression via immunohistochemistry is found in cells which express neurofibromin and do not express S-

100, suggesting that PR expression is much less in the clonal Schwann cell population [15]. The low RNA

expression levels are confirmed by the very low to absent PR protein seen after immunohistochemical

staining of neurofibroma sections (Figure 1). It is interesting to note that the positive control samples for the

real-time PCR analysis showed less than a two-fold difference in receptor expression compared to normal

Schwann cell cultures, yet these tissues are generally considered responsive. This suggests that small levels

and changes in receptor expression could be significant functionally. ERa and ERP had lower differential

RNA expression across the tumor panel. This is consistent with the finding that ER immunostaining was

negative in a small number of neurofibroma tissue sections examined (data not shown). The study by

McLaughlin and Jacks discussed above also found a lack of ER immunostaining in the same tumor panel
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which showed some PR immunoreactivity [15]. Thus, although ERa and ER/3 transcripts are present, the

protein is undetectable via immunostaining.

Proliferation and TUNEL Assays

Despite heterogeneity, even within normal Schwann cells, a few statistically significant differences

were seen in the rate of proliferation or apoptosis of untreated cells compared to hormone receptor ligand

treated cells (Table 2). Notably, other trends are evident despite the relatively low number of statistically

significant differences (Tables 3 and 4). 1713-estradiol increased proliferation in 4 of 6 cultures responding to

the ligand. Meanwhile, other ER ligands showed decreases in proliferation in 4 of 6 cultures with a response

to ICI 182,780, and 4 of 6 cultures with a response to tamoxifen. Similarly, progesterone decreased

proliferation in 4 of 6 cultures showing a response, while mifepristone, usually an antagonist for PR,

increased proliferation in 4 of 7 cultures responding to this ligand. The overall rates of apoptosis were quite

low (most ranging from 1-5%) making statistical differences in the Al difficult to assess. No one culture

sample showed significant results for both proliferation and apoptosis. In addition, there was no indication

that gender played a role in determining response to steroid hormone receptor ligands for either proliferation

or apoptosis. Since only a few statistically significant in vitro effects were seen with steroid hormones on

neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell cultures, perhaps the tumor environment and/or the surrounding cells are

necessary to contribute to more dramatic steroid hormone effects on neurofibromas in vivo.

Downstream Gene Expression Analysis

Based on the literature, six genes were chosen as possible target genes for steroid hormone receptors

in Schwann cells. For example, EGFR transcript levels can be regulated by ERa expression, which can be a

direct or inverse relationship depending on cell type [24], and EGFR expression has been identified in

distinct foci with immunohistochemistry on neurofibromas [25]. ERBB2 is an oncogene regulated via ER in

many cell types. This receptor dimerizes with ErbB3 in Schwann cells [26] to bind neuregulin, a potent

mitogen for Schwann cells. Interestingly, overexpression of ERBB2 can transform Schwann cells [27], and

ENU-treated rodents develop neurofibromas with ERBB2 activating point mutations [28]. VEGF has been
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shown to be a target gene for ER in breast cancer cell lines, while estradiol induced expression of VEGF

depends on ER subtype and homo- or heterodimerization [ 19]. Neurofibromas are highly vascular tumors

with current research focusing on changes in genes and proteins involved in angiogenesis. In addition, as

previously mentioned, estrogen and progesterone can regulate the expression of their own and each others

receptors in other cell types. However, real-time PCR analysis of the six genes showed that RNA expression

is negligibly altered in most of the neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell cultures after treatment with 1713-

estradiol or progesterone.

Overall, these data support the hypothesis that steroid hormone receptors are moderately

differentially expressed in neurofibromas compared to normal Schwann cell cultures. In addition, there are

some effects from treatment with ligands for these receptors on neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell

proliferation and survival in vitro but these are small. However, it is conceivable that over time these minor

effects might accumulate to contribute to tumor growth. Given the clinical data, we hypothesized that 17[3-

estradiol and progesterone would cause significant increases in proliferation or decreases in apoptosis. With

a few exceptions, most of the statistically significant proliferation changes were in the decreasing direction

with receptor antagonists. Perhaps these ligands can be used in therapeutic design to slow or prevent tumor

growth. The one significant apoptosis result was an increase, and most of the trends are towards the same

direction. These observations do not fit a simplistic or global model very well; however, the data support

that these receptors are present and active at low levels in normal Schwann cells and neurofibroma-derived

Schwann cells and have the potential to contribute to tumor progression. These responses appear to be

patient- and possibly tumor-specific. This is also consistent with anecdotal clinical data that not all patients

develop neurofibromas during puberty and not all neurofibromas change during hormonal alterations. It is

also possible that the Schwann cell does not act alone in response to the hormones. The tumor environment

and/or surrounding cells may be important for that effect, and there are likely also other factors unique to

each tumor (not unexpected, given that other genetic and epigentic alterations are believed to exist in many

of these samples). However, it is feasible that the small changes we observe do contribute to biological
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effects, which are not quite as dramatic as seen in studies such as in breast cancer. Further work, such as in

vivo analysis, will help elucidate the effect of steroid hormones on Schwann cells and neurofibromas, leading

to a better understanding of the association between these hormones and neurofibroma development and

growth.
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- Table 1. Characterization of the steroid hormone receptor profile in neurofibromas.
ER

Tumor Type Samples Ilpha beta PR AR
Dermal cultures

F * UF 328T8c (cNF96.5g) 1.0 - 1.1 1.1
F UF 470T~c (cNF97.2a) - -- 1.2

M UF 505T3c (cNF98.4a) 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.1
M UF 505T7c (cNF98.4d) 1.0 0.9 1.1 1.1
M UF 475Tc (cNF97.5) 0.9 1.0 - 1.0
F UF 532T~c (cNF99.1) 1.1 - 1.2 1.2
M UF l7Tlc (cNFOO.l0a) 1.0 -- 0.9
M UF 17T2c (cNFOO.lIOb) 1.0 - - 0.8

Plexiform. cultures___

M UF 378T2bc (pNF95.llIb) 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.1
M -UF362T~c (pNF95.6) - - 0.8 1.1
F UF 440Tc (pNF97.9) 1.0 -1.2 1.1
F UF 511 T2c (pNF9 8.3) 1.0 -0.9 0.9
F UF 554T~c (pNF99.5) - - - 0.8
F UF 572Tc (pNFOO.6) 1.0 - 1.0 0.9
F -UF 593T~c (pNFOO.8) 1.0 - 1.1 1.0
F UF 836Tc (pNFO2.6) 1.0 - 1.0 1.1
F UF 55OTc (pNF99.4) 1.1 - 1.1 1.4
F UF 746Tc (pNFO1.1) - - 1.0 1.1

MPNST cultures
M UF 459Tc (sNF96.2) - 0. 1. F 1.3
F UF 3O2Tc (sNF94.3) ]_0.7 0.9_ 1. 1.3 __

Controls
MCF7 1.5 1.0 1.6 D
Testis ND -. ND ND 1.2
Caco2 ND 1.2 ND ND

"-MFmeans derived from a male or female patient, respectively
t(- means no expression detected
tND means not done
ER, PR, AR=estrogen, progesterone, and androgen receptors, respectively;
MPNST=malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor
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Table 1. Continued.
ER

Tumor Type Samples alpha beta PR AR

Primary dermal tumors

F* UF 328T7 1.1 _T 1.9 1.4
M UF 17T1 1.1 1.1 1.2 0.9

M UF 17T2 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.1

F UF 80T2 1.3 - 1.7 1.4
F UF 80T6 1.3 1.6 1.5

M UF 158T3 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.2
M UF 486T1 1.1 1.0 1.5 1.0

M UF 486T5 1.3 1.1 1.7 1.1

F UF 495T2 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.2
'F UF 495T3 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.2

M UF 505T3 - 1.1 1.5 1.3
M UF 505T7 1.3 1.1 1.6 1.4
F UF 532T1 - - - 1.6

F UF 549T - 1.6 1.4
M UF 743T1 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.2

M UF 743T2 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.2
M UF 743T4 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.1

Primary plexiform tumors
M UF 362T - 1.2 1.5 1.6
F UF 154T 1.3 1.1 1.6 1.3
F UF 429T 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.2
F UF 537T - - 1.3 1.0

F UF 714T 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.2
F UF 746T1 1.4 1.1 1.7 1.5

M UF 787T1 1.2 - 1.6 1.4
M UF 378T2b - 1.0 1.4 1.4

F UF 572T1 1.1 1.2 - 1.0

FUF 550T1 - 1.1 1.4 1.1

Primary MPNSTs

M UF 459T 1.1 1.1 { 1.1 1.0
M UF 820T 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.1

"M/F means derived from a male or female patient, respectively
ý(-) means no expression detected

*ND means not done
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Table 2. Statistically significant alterations in proliferation and apoptosis in normal Schwann cells and

neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell cultures in response to steroid hormone ligands.

Gender Sample 171-estradiol Progesterone ICI 182,780 Mifepristone Tamoxifen

M pn02.8

M pn97.4

F pn02.3 --P*(52.2%) --P(61.0%)

F pn02.7

M cNF97.5 +P(136.3%)

M cNF98.4d

F cNF99.1 --P(28.5%)

F cNF96.5f

F cNF97.2a

F cNF97.2b

M pNFOO.11 --P(53.0%)

M pNF95.1 lb

M pNF95.6

F pNFOO.13 +P(155.5%)

F pNFO1.1

F pNF99.5 +A(280.0%)

F pNF02.6

M sNF02.2

M sNF96.2

+/--P, A(average % of no-treatment control)=increase or decrease in PI or Al (as a percent of no-treatment

control) with p<0.05

pn=normal Schwann cell cultures; cNF=dermal cultures; pNF=plexiform cultures; sNF=MPNST cultures;

M, F=derived from male or female patient, respectively
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-' Table 3. Trends in proliferation in normal Schwann cells and neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell cultures in

response to steroid hormone ligands.

Gender Sample 1713-estradiol Progesterone ICI Mifepristone Tamoxifen

182,780

M pn02.8 2

M pn97.4 + +

F pn02.3

F pn02.7 -- +

M cNF97.5 +

M cNF98.4d + +

F cNF99.1 -- +

F cNF96.5f + --

F cNF97.2a

F cNF97.2b

M pNFOO.11 -

M pNF95.1lb +

M pNF95.6

F pNFOO.13 +

F pNFO0.1

F pNF99.5

F pNF02.6 + + + +

M sNF02.2

M sNF96.2

/--=increase or decrease >10% relative to no-treatment control

pn=normal Schwann cell cultures; cNF=dermal cultures; pNF=plexiform cultures; sNF=MPNST cultures;

M, F=derived from male or female patient, respectively
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Table 4. Trends in apoptosis in normal Schwann cells and neurofibroma-derived Schwann cell cultures in

response to steroid hormone ligands.

Gender Sample 1713-estradiol Progesterone ICI Mifepristone Tamoxifen

182,780

M pn02.8 +--

M pn97.4 + +

F pn02.3

F pn02.7

M cNF97.5 +

M cNF98.4d --

F cNF99.1 + +

F cNF96.5f --

F cNF97.2a

F cNF97.2b --

M pNFOO.11 -

M pNF95.1 Ib +

M pNF95.6 + + +

F pNFOO.13 + + +

F pNFO1.1

F pNF99.5 + + + +

F pNF02.6 +

M sNF02.2 + + +

M sNF96.2 + + +
*+/--increase or decrease >10% relative to no-treatment control

pn=normal Schwann cell cultures; cNF=dermal cultures; pNF=plexiform cultures; sNF=MPNST cultures;

M, F-=derived from male or female patient, respectively
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